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Calculated site substitution in ternary g8-Ni3Al: Temperature and composition effects

A. V. Ruban and H. L. Skriver
Center for Atomic-scale Materials Physics and Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, De

~Received 2 August 1996!

The temperature and composition dependence of the site substitution behavior of ternary additions to
Ni 3Al is examined on the basis of first-principles calculations of the total energies of ternary, partially ordered
(g8) alloys. The calculations are performed by means of the linear muffin-tin orbitals method in conjunction
with the local-density and multisublattice coherent-potential approximations and include all 3d, 4d, 5d, and
noble metals. The calculations show the existence of simple trends in the alloying behavior of theg8 phase
which may be explained in a Friedel-like model based on the interaction between Ni and the added species. It
is shown that the commonly accepted interpretation of the site substitution behavior of Cu and Pd may be
incorrect because of site substitution reversal at high temperatures. It is further shown that the direction of the
solubility lobe in the ternary phase diagram for the elements Co, Pd, Cu, and Ag incorrectly has been inter-
preted as evidence for strong Ni site preference and that, in fact, these elements are expected to exhibit only
weak Ni site preference.@S0163-1829~97!03902-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intermetallic compounds which are ordered at high te
peratures and which preserve a large amount of long-ra
order~LRO! up to the melting point are promising materia
in technological fields ranging from the development of n
types of catalysts to the creation of a new generation of h
temperature superalloys for the aircraft industry. Similar
the case of pure metals, the mechanical properties of p
compounds, without any additions, are usually poor a
must be improved, for instance by a substitutional alloy
which affects the physical properties at the atomic level. T
alloying behavior of intermetallic compounds is therefore
subject not only of great practical interest but also of fun
mental theoretical interest. This is particularly true beca
the existence of two or more different sublattices leads
new physical phenomena connected with the possibility
site selectivity of the alloying species. In addition, it is
great challenge to study these phenomena from fi
principles, i.e., electronic structure calculations.

One of the most well-known examples of such an int
metallic compound isg8-Ni3Al and the first attempts to un
derstand its alloying behavior were made by Guard a
Westbrook in 1959.1 Based on the analysis of ternary pha
diagrams these authors formulated several simple rules
necting the alloying behavior of theg8 phase to the elec
tronic configuration and atomic size of the alloying elemen
In particular, they found that the elements closest in size
either nickel or aluminum had the greatest solubility, a
they suggested that the site substitution behavior of tern
additions to Ni3Al, which they deduced from the direction o
the solubility lobe of theg8 phase in ternary phase diagram
was governed by the electronic structure of the ternary a
tion rather than by the atomic size factor.

Sixteen years later Rawlings and Staton-Bevan2 estab-
lished the existence of a strong correlation between the
occupation of the ternary additions and the mechanical p
erties of theg8 phase. Following this pioneering work the
have appeared a number of experimental investigation
550163-1829/97/55~2!/856~19!/$10.00
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site occupation using a large variety of different techniqu
such as x-ray diffractometry,3–5 transmission electron
microscopy,5,6 atom probe field ion microscopy,7,8 ion chan-
neling, and nuclear reaction analysis.9–11 As a result of the
experimental efforts it is now believed that Co, Cu, and
occupy only Ni sites in Ni3Al and that Ti, V, and Nb occupy
only Al sites. For all other alloying elements the experime
tal data or their interpretation is either uncertain or even c
tradictory.

The theoretical investigation of the alloying behavior
g8-Ni3Al has mainly been centered around considerations
the site preference of ternary additions.12–18 Almost all the
work has been based on the application of phenomenolog
Ising-type models which have turned out to be very usefu
formulating and clarifying the problem. In this regard, w
particularly want to mention the work of Wuet al.14 who
modeled the site occupation inL12 ordered intermetallics in
terms of nearest neighbor effective pair interactions. Ba
on the simplest Ising Hamiltonian these authors found
means of the cluster variation method~CVM! that~i! at finite
temperatures the site substitution behavior is not gener
related to the direction of the solubility lobe and~ii ! the site
preference may change with the alloy composition and te
perature. These conclusions have been overlooked in a n
ber of subsequent experimental and theoretical invest
tions, and the neglect has lead to misinterpretations
experimental data.

Wolverton and de Fontaine17 determined the site prefer
ence of a number of ternary additions to Ni3Al on the basis
of nearest neighbor effective pair interactions derived fr
electronic structure calculations. Subsequently, Slu
et al.18 applied an analogous as well as a supercell techni
to calculate the site substitution behavior of 27 eleme
from the third, fourth, and fifth row of the Periodic Table
Thereby, these authors established the existence of a si
trend in the site substitution behavior of the 3d-transition
metals, i.e., increasing Ni-site preference as a function
atomic number, which in general agreed with experimen
data.
856 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 857CALCULATED SITE SUBSTITUTION IN TERNARYg8- . . .
In spite of considerable theoretical efforts a number
problems still remain to be resolved. First of all, previo
first-principles calculations17,18 treated only some of the 4d
and none of the 5d transition metals although these are t
most important alloying elements used to improve the m
chanical properties ofg8-Ni3Al. In addition, they are the
elements for which the experimental data is the most con
versial. Secondly, the first-principles calculations did not
clude temperature and composition effects which m
strongly influence the site substitution behavior of the t
nary additions and therefore are of vital importance fo
correct interpretation of experimental data.

To address the outstanding questions we determine in
present work the site substitution behavior of all transit
and noble metals in Ni3Al at 0 K from an empirical param-
etrization of the ordering energy obtained in first-princip
calculations of the total energy of ternary, partially order
alloys by means of the coherent potential approximat
~CPA! in conjunction with the linear muffin-tin orbitals
~LMTO! method in the tight-binding~TB! representation.19

This approach has the advantage that it does not rely
perturbation theory or effective pair interactions and it lea
to a physically transparent classification of site-occupation
Ni 3Al in terms of a single parameter.

A brief account of our total energy calculations and t
corresponding classification of the site-substitution beha
has been given in Ref. 20. Here, we first present a comp
theory of ternary additions to an ordering binary alloy a
we use the total energy calculations to derive a model for
substitution in Ni3Al which is the analogue of the rectangu
lar d-band model of the cohesive energy developed
Friedel.21 In addition, we consider for selected elements
influence of alloy composition and temperature on the
substitution behavior within the single-site mean-field a
proximation as well as in the framework of the cluster var
tion method with interatomic interactions deduced from
parametrized ordering energy. Finally, we calculate the
thalpies of formation of ternaryg8 phases which enables u
to estimate the possible directions of solubility lobes ofg8 in
a number of ternary phase diagrams at low temperature

In the present approach, the electronic structure of p
tially ordered alloys is computed within the CPA. Hence w
neglect short range order~SRO! effects on the sublattice
and local lattice relaxation effects in the form of displac
ments of the atomic species from their ideal positions on
underlying lattice due to the size difference of the alloy co
ponents. In concentrated, random alloys the neglect of th
two effects may lead to an inadequate description of the t
modynamic properties of real random alloys.19,22,23 How-
ever, as we shall now explain, both effects may safely
neglected when we consider a high-temperature ordering
termetallic compound with a small amount of ternary allo
ing element.

At ambient temperatures the long-range order parame
of a high-temperature ordering compound are close to 1
therefore the random alloy on each sublattice may be con
ered dilute. In that case, the contribution from short-ran
order effects to the total energy of the compound is of or
c2, wherec is the small concentration of the foreign eleme
on a sublattice, and may be neglected in comparison with
other contributions to the total energy which are of orderc.
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Furthermore, it has been shown by Krivoglaz24 that also the
entropy contribution from correlations or SRO effects to t
free energy of such alloys may be neglected.

In spite of the fact, that the local lattice relaxations van
in a pure metal or a completely ordered compound, th
effect may be large even in the case of a single, isola
impurity or an antisite defect. However, in a high
temperature ordering intermetallic compound their contrib
tion to the energetics is typically one order of magnitu
smaller than the unrelaxed defect energy. Estimates of
energy of local relaxations in random substitutional allo
range from 0 to 0.2 eV,22,25 depending on the atomic siz
difference and bulk moduli of the alloy components, wh
the formation energy of antisite defects in such compound
not less than 1 eV. Since the site preference of a tern
addition is determined by the difference in impurity energ
and since the local environment of the Ni and Al sublattic
are rather similar the contributions from the local relaxatio
to the site occupation tend to cancel. Thus, although s
range order effects and local relaxations are presen
Ni 3Al they are unimportant in the study of site preferenc

II. ORDER PARAMETERS AND CONFIGURATION
SPACE

In the present work we shall consider a binary, orde
alloy AkBm with two types of sublattices where thek A
sublattices as well as them B sublattices are considered t
be equivalent. We shall furthermore assume that the tern
additions to this alloy do not cause a phase transition and
the symmetry of the binary host therefore is preserved. T
distribution of the elements between sublattices in suc
ternary phase may be determined by two long-range o
~LRO! parameters which we define as

hA5cA~A!2cA~B!,

hB5cB~B!2cB~A!. ~1!

Here,ck(a) is the atomic fraction of thek element on the
a sublattice which, in turn, may be expressed in terms
hk and the concentrationc̄k of the k element in the alloy,
i.e.,

cA~A!5 c̄A1jBhA ,

cB~B!5 c̄B1jAhB ,

cA~B!5 c̄A2jAhA ,

cB~A!5 c̄B2jBhB ,

cX~A!5 c̄X2jB~hA2hB!,

cX~B!5 c̄X1jA~hA2hB!, ~2!

and

jA5
k

k1m
; jB5

m

k1m
. ~3!

It follows from Eq. ~2! that the distribution of specie
between sublattices upon a ternary addition to an alloy w
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858 55A. V. RUBAN AND H. L. SKRIVER
a particular composition (c̄A ,c̄B) may be mapped onto th
configuration space defined by the LRO paramet
(hA ,hB). Further, as shown in Fig. 1 each alloy has its o
configuration space defined by the polygon of possible v
ues of the LRO parameters determined by the condi
ck(a)>0 for all k and a. In the case of a binary alloy
A kBm , i.e., c̄X50, the configuration polygon degenerat
into the straight linehA5hB which connects the point of th
completely random statehA5hB50, R in Fig. 1, with that
of the maximally ordered state. For a stoichiometric allo
wherec̄A5jA andc̄B5jB the latter corresponds to the com
pletely ordered statehA5hB51, O in Fig. 1. In the off-
stoichiometric case where, for instance,c̄A.jA the point of
the maximally ordered state ishA5hB5(12 c̄A)jB .

To characterize the maximally ordered state in terms
atomic redistribution we shall distinguish between two ty
of antisite defects. The first is apartial antisite defect created
by the transfer of one alloy component to the sublattice
opposite type. The second is anexchangeantisite defect cre-
ated by the exchange of atoms of opposite type betw
sublattices in such a way that they create simultaneously
partial antisite defects on each sublattice. In a binary allo
is impossible to create a single partial antisite defect a
fixed alloy composition unless a vacancy is created on
other sublattice. They may, however, be created in pairs
companied by the opposite partial antisite defects, i.e.

FIG. 1. Configurational space of LRO parameters~shaded areas!
for the ternary A3B~X! alloy with ~a! equideficientA70.5B23.5X6, ~b!
A-deficientA69B25X6, and ~c! B-deficientA75B19X6 compositions.
SegmentsBC and CD are the points of the maximally ordere
states.R, i.e., ~0,0!, is the point of the completely random state a
O, i.e., ~1,1!, the point of the completely ordered state. Note, th
point C is on the linehA5hB only for equideficient ternary alloy
compositions.
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exchange antisite defects, as the temperature increases.
It follows that the maximally ordered state may be defin

as the state without any exchange antisite defects. In a
ichiometric alloy it is therefore the completely ordered sta
without any partial antisite defects, while in an of
stoichiometric alloy there must be a number of partial an
site defects either on theA or on theB sublattices which do
not have their counterparts on the other sublattice. The m
mally ordered state of an alloy, which will order, is the sta
of lowest energy at 0 K for fixed lattice structure and sym
metry. This is so because the energy of forming an excha
antisite defect must be positive in this case, and therefore
only way to create exchange antisite defects is to heat up
alloy. The increasing number of exchange antisite defe
corresponds to a change of the order parameters along
line hA5hB towards the point~0,0! in the configuration
space of the alloy.

The addition of a third element to a binary, ordered pha
expands the available configuration space from the
hA5hB of the binary alloy to a polygon of finite width
c̄X /(jAjB) bounded by

hA5hB2
1

jA
c̄X ,

hA5hB1
1

jB
c̄X , ~4!

and the maximum values of the order parameters to be
cussed below. The state of the ternary alloy may theref
leave the linehA5hB which corresponds to the creation o
defects connected with the distribution of the third alloyi
element on the sublattices. As a consequence partial an
defects may be created at a fixed alloy composition with
their counterparts by the exchange of ‘‘host’’ atoms with t
ternary additionX. This means that a ternary alloy, in con
trast to a binary alloy, has an infinite number of maxima
ordered states, i.e., states without exchange antisite def
and that any of these states may be the state of lowest en
at 0 K. Which state has the lowest energy depends on
nature of the alloying elements and external parameters,
constitutes the problem of site occupation behavior of a
nary addition.

In the LRO configuration space the points correspond
to the maximally ordered state are the points of the polyg
of possible values for which at least one LRO parame
reaches its maximum value. The reason is that any chang
the order parameters from larger to smaller values paralle
the line hA5hB corresponds to the creation of exchan
antisite defects which in an ordering alloy is energetica
unfavorable. The maximum values of the order parame
depend on the alloy composition but for compositions ob
ing the following conditions:

c̄A<jA ; c̄B<jB , ~5!

which define what may be calledquasistoichiometricternary
alloy compositions in analogy to the stoichiometric comp
sitions of binary alloys the maximum values of the LR
parameters are

t
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55 859CALCULATED SITE SUBSTITUTION IN TERNARYg8- . . .
hA
max5 c̄A

1

jA
; hB

max5 c̄B
1

jB
. ~6!

For ternary off-stoichiometric compositions where one of
conditions ~5! is not obeyed, e.g.,c̄A.jA , the maximum
values of the corresponding order parameters is determ
by hA

max5(12c̄A)/jB similar to the case of binary off
stoichiometric alloys.

In Fig. 1 we show the order parameter space for the
nary A3B~X! alloy with three different alloy compositions
A70.5B23.5X6 , A69B25X6, andA75B19X6 corresponding to dif-
ferent c̄A / c̄B ratios at fixed concentration of theX compo-
nent. The last two compositions for whichc̄A / c̄B,k/m and
c̄A / c̄B.k/m are so-calledA- andB-deficient alloys, respec
tively, while the first composition wherec̄A / c̄B5k/m we
will call an equideficientternary alloy. The maximally or-
dered states corresponds to the line segmentsBC andCD
which may degenerate into a single point ifc̄A>jA or
c̄B>jB , i.e., for the off-stoichiometric and the extreme qu
sistoichiometric ternary alloy compositions.

The distribution of the atomic species on the sublatt
sites corresponding to a maximally ordered state may ea
be found from Eq.~2!. In the example in Fig. 1 pointB
corresponds to the distribution of the alloy compone
where all theX atoms are on theA sublattice while point
D corresponds to the case where all theX atoms are on theB
sublattice and someB atoms have moved to theA sublattice
thereby creating partial antisite defects. A change in confi
ration fromC to D, or parallel to the linehA5 const, cor-
responds to the creation of partial antisite defects on sub
tice B and substitutional defects ofX atoms on sublatticeA
with a fixed number ofA atoms on both sublattices. A
change in order parameter parallel to the lineBC of constant
(hB) corresponds to a simultaneous creation or annihila
of substitutional defects on theB sublattice and partial anti
site defects on theA sublattice. This means that there are
partial antisite defects in the quasistoichiometric ternary
loy corresponding toC where both order parameters rea
their maximal value.

The experimental data and theoretical results concern
the distribution of a ternary additionX on the sublattices are
usually given in terms of the fraction ofX on one of the
sublattices. For instance, the fraction ofX in the B sites is
given by

f5
mcX~B!

mcX~B!1kcX~A!
5jB1

1

c̄X
jAjB~hA2hB!, ~7!

and, hence, constant along lines parallel to the linehA5hB
on which it is equal tojB which is also the value off in the
random state where both LRO parameters are equal t
Further,f50 on the lineAB as allX atoms are in theA sites
and f51 on the lineDE as allX atoms are in theB sites.
The fraction ofX atoms in theB sites corresponding to th
configuration pointC, see Fig. 1, may be found from Eq.~6!
to be given by

f ~C!5jB1
1

c̄X
~jBc̄A2jAc̄B!. ~8!
e
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Thus, for the equideficient alloy when the configuration po
C is on the linehA5hB the fraction ofX atoms inB sites is
equal tojB , i.e., the value for the random alloy.

III. SITE PREFERENCE OF TERNARY ADDITIONS:
DILUTE LIMIT

To determine the equilibrium distribution of theX ele-
ment on the sublattice sites of the ordered binary ph
AkBm at 0 K one must, in general, find that maximally o
dered state which has the lowest internal or ordering ene
Since the possible, maximally ordered states depend on a
composition it is more convenient to classify site preferen
of ternary additions as the site preference in the dilute li
c̄X→0 for a quasistoichiometric ternary ordered phase a
K. In this case one can assume that initially the system i
point C of the configuration polygon, Fig. 1, i.e., that theX
atoms are distributed among theA andB sublattice sites such
that there are no partial antisite defects in the alloy. No
that in the dilute limitC approaches the point of the com
pletely ordered state~1,1!.

In this dilute limit theX atoms have three possibilities a
0 K. First, they may move from theB sublattice to theA
sublattice with the creation of partial antisite defects on theB
sublattice. This corresponds to a change in state fromC to-
wardsB in Fig. 1. Second, they may move from theA sub-
lattice to theB sublattice creating partial antisite defects
the A sublattice, i.e., fromC towardsD in Fig. 1. Finally,
they may remain in their positions, i.e., in stateC. These
possibilities lead to the following classification of the si
substitution behavior of ternary additions to a binary orde
phase:~type I!, strongA-site preference,~type II!, strong
B-site preference, and~type III!, weak site preference.

To determine the site substitution behavior of a particu
X element it is sufficient to determine the energies of t
basic processes, i.e., that of moving a singleX atom from aB
site to anA site,EB→A

X and that of moving a singleX atom
from anA site to aB site,EA→B

X . We shall call these ener
gies transfer energies. Neglecting the entropy contribut
one finds at 0 K

EB→A
X ~hA ,hB!52

1

jAjB
]Eord

X /]hA

5EX~A!2EX~B!1Eant~B!,

EA→B
X ~hA ,hB!52

1

jAjB
]Eord

X /]hB

5EX~B!2EX~A!1Eant~A!, ~9!

whereEord
X (hA ,hB) is the ordering energy, and the parti

derivatives must be evaluated at the alloy configurat
(hA , hB) under consideration. Further,E

X(A) and EX(B)
are the substitution energies of the ternary additionX on the
A andB sublattices, respectively, andEant(A) andEant(B)
the energies of the partial antisite defects on theA andB
sublattices, respectively. It should be mentioned that th
energies depend on the configurational state (hA ,hB) at
which they are determined. For instance, at~0,0!, R in Fig. 1,
which is the completely random state, they all vanish.
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860 55A. V. RUBAN AND H. L. SKRIVER
If EB→A
X is negative,X exhibits strongA site preference

because in this caseX atoms prefer to go to theA sublattice
even at the cost of creating antisite defects on theB sublat-
tice. This is type I behavior and means that at this particu
point in the LRO space anX atom is more attracted to anA
sublattice site than anA atom. Conversely, ifEA→B

X is nega-
tive X exhibits strongB site preference, i.e., type II behavio
Finally, if bothEB→A

X andEA→B
X are positiveX exhibits weak

site preference. In that caseC is the state of lowest energy a
0 K because any change away fromC will mean creation of
antisite defects which is energetically unfavorable. This th
group of the classification is naturally subdivided into ty
III ~A!, weakA site preference whenEA→B

X .EB→A
X and type

III ~B! weakB site preference whenEB→A
X .EA→B

X .
The two transfer energiesEB→A

X andEA→B
X cannot both be

negative. This follows upon addition of the equations~9!
which gives

EB→A
X 1EA→B

X 5Eant~B!1Eant~A!5Eant
xc , ~10!

where Eant
xc is the energy of forming an exchange antis

defect which in the case of an ordering binary alloy must
positive. In generalEant

xc depends not only on the alloy com
position and the configurational state (hA ,hB) at which it is
determined but also on the alloying elementX. However, in
the dilute limit of the ternary addition the latter dependen
disappears.

The linear relation~10! betweenEB→A
X andEA→B

X allows
one to describe the site substitution behavior in terms o
single parameter, e.g.,EB→A

X . NormalizingEB→A
X by the en-

ergy of the exchange antisite defectEant
xc which may be con-

sidered a natural unit of energy we find that the sin
parameter26

ẼB→A
X 5EB→A

X /Eant
xc ~11!

may be used to describe the site preference of ternary a
tions. The classification is then

I: ẼB→A
X ,0 ~strongA site preference!,

II: ẼB→A
X .1 ~strongB site preference!,

III ~A!: 0,ẼB→A
X ,0.5 ~weakA site preference!,

III ~B!: 0.5,ẼB→A
X ,1 ~weakB site preference!,

~12!

which is completely analogous to the one establish
previously.12,14,16–18,20However, one should remember th
this simple classification is only strictly valid for quasist
ichiometric ternary alloys in the dilute limit of the ternar
addition and at 0 K. In fact, the site preference of a particu
ternary addition may change with alloy composition a
temperature.

IV. ORDERING ENERGY IN Ni 3Al

To establish site substitution behavior according to
classification~12! one must compute the ordering ener
Eord
X and its derivatives~9! for each ternary 3d, 4d, and

5d addition to Ni3Al. This requires that we perform tota
r

d

e

e

a

e

di-

d

r

e

energy calculations for partially ordered Ni3Al with ternary
additions and evaluate the ordering energy as the differe
between the total energyEtot of the partially ordered alloy
and that of the completely random alloy, i.e.,

Eord
X ~hNi ,hAl !5Etot~hNi ,hAl !2Etot~0,0!. ~13!

In the following we describe the computational techniq
used to obtain total energies and show that the numbe
first-principles calculations may be reduced by means of
empirical expansion of the ordering energy.

A. First-principles calculations

The necessary total energy calculations for partially
dered Ni3Al with ternary additions have been performed b
means of the multisublattice linear muffin-tin orbita
~LMTO!-CPA method19 in the scalar-relativistic, frozen
core, and atomic sphere approximations~ASA! and in the
tight-binding representation27–29 with a minimal spd basis.
For the pure elements and ordered Ni3Al we have used the
LMTO-Green’s function~GF! technique instead of solving
the conventional Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem. All allo
and pure metals have been calculated in theL12 structure.

The valence electrons were treated self-consiste
within the local density approximation~LDA ! with the
Perdew-Zunger parametrization30 of the results of Ceperley
and Alder31 for the exchange-correlation potential and e
ergy. In the cases of Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co we have perform
spin-polarized calculations in the local-spin density appro
mation with the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair parametrization.32 Inte-
gration over the Brillouin zone has been performed by
special point technique33 with 56 k points in the irreducible
wedge~1/48th! of the simple cubic Brillouin zone. To calcu
late the off-diagonal elements of the Green’s function wh
enters the CPA equation we applied the 48 proper symm
operations of theL12 structure to the Green’s function ca
culated in the irreducible wedge~IBZ!.

The individual atomic sphere radii were set equal to
average atomic Wigner-Seitz radius of the alloy. The m
ments of the state density needed for the kinetic energy
the valence charge density were calculated by integrating
Green’s function on a complex energy contour using
Gaussian integration technique with 16 points on a se
circle enclosing the occupied states. The convergence cri
for the total energy was 0.001 mRy. The equilibrium latti
parameter and corresponding ground state energy of a g
alloy were obtained on the basis of 6 self-consistent calc
tions of the total energy close to the equilibrium lattice p
rameter and a subsequent fit to a Morse-type equation
state.34

The Madelung energy and potential were determined
the screened impurity model~SIM!,19,35 with a prefactor of
b50.6 which makes the LMTO-CPA results for rando
Ni-Al alloys agree with those obtained by the Connoll
Williams method on the basis of the total energies of orde
alloys. Strictly speaking, the SIM should be modified in t
case of ternary alloys by taking into account the possibi
for b to be different in different binary alloys, i.e., Al-Ni
Al-X, and Ni-X. However, our experience shows that in t
case of binary transition metal alloys the optimum value
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b varies only from 0.55 to 0.65 and therefore we expec
commonb value to be a good approximation.

B. Empirical expansion

The number of first-principles calculations needed to
tablish the site substitution behavior may be reduced
means of the quadratic expansion of the ordering energy

Eord
X ~hNi ,hAl !5UNi-XhNi

2 1UAl-XhAl
2 22UNi-Al-XhNihAl ,

~14!

in terms of the order parameters. Although this appears to
an empirical expansion the expansion coefficien
UNi-X , UAl-X , andUNi-Al-X , may be related to effective pa
interactions, or their Fourier components, of an Ising ty
model, as shown in Appendix A. In the present calculatio
the three expansion coefficients have been determined
each ternary additionX from the calculated total energie
~13! of Ni 70.5Al23.5X6 ternary alloys in the configurationa
states corresponding to the points~0.94,0.70!, ~0.94,0.94!,
~0.86,0.94!, and~0,0! in the (hNi ,hAl) space of LRO param
eters. These states correspond to the pointsB, C, D, and
R in Fig. 1 forA andB equal to Ni and Al, respectively.

We have tested the accuracy of the quadratic expan
~14! for a few ternary additions by comparison with tot
energy calculations~13! for additional points alongBC and
DC in Fig. 1 corresponding to the maximally ordered stat
We find that in all cases~14! gives a very accurate descrip
tion of the ordering energy as may be seen in Fig. 2 foX
equal to Co. The validity of the quadratic expansion may

FIG. 2. The energies of the ternary partially order
Ni 70.5Al23.5Co6 alloy along the segments of the maximally order
states BC and CD relative to the energy in pointC, i.e.,
hNi5hAl50.94,~Fig. 1! calculated directly~open circles! and from
Eq. ~14!.
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seen as a consequence of the fact that in the case of N3Al
the next, triplet interactions, are shown to be smaller th
pair interactions.25

Strictly speaking, the classification~12! is only valid for
quasistoichiometric ternary alloys in the dilute limit of th
ternary addition. One might therefore worry whether the co
centration of the ternary additions, i.e., 6 at. %, used in
total energy calculations is sufficiently close to this dilu
limit to yield concentration independent expansion coe
cientsUNi-X , UAl-X , andUNi-Al-X . To address this questio
we show in Fig. 3 the 4d transfer energiesENi→Al

X and
EAl→Ni
X calculated from Eq.~9! by means of Eq.~14! evalu-

ated in the dilute limit, i.e., for (hNi ,hAl)5(1,1). In addition
we show the antisite defect energyEant

xc calculated for pure,
binary Ni3Al, i.e., also completely in the dilute limit. This
energy is labeled Al or Ni in Fig. 3. The fact that the trans
energies obey the linear relationship~10! to a high degree of
accuracy and that the line cuts the axes at exactly the ant
energy determined for binary Ni3Al strongly indicates that
the calculated transfer energies indeed represent the d
limit. We mention that the transfer energies of the 5d metals
obey exactly the same relationship and that the analog
plot for the 3d metals including the effect of spin polariza
tion may be found in Ref. 20.

The above results do not mean, however, that the com
sition dependence of the ordering energy itself may be
glected. In fact, we find that the positions of the points on
line EAl→Ni

X 1ENi→Al
X 5Eant

xc depend on the alloy composition
particularly if the ratio c̄Ni / c̄Al is changed. On the othe
hand, as also found by Sluiteret al.18 for the effective pair

FIG. 3. The energies of moving ternary additions from Ni to
sitesENi→Al

X and from Al to Ni sitesEAl→Ni
X defined at the point

~1,1! of the LRO space on the basis of the ordering energies~14! of
Ni 70.5Al23.5X6 ternary alloys. The lineENi→Al

X 1EAl→Al
X 5Eant

xc where
Eant
xc52.0 eV is the energy of antisite defect formation of the co

pletely ordered Ni3Al. The filled circles are the additions with a
strong preference~sufficient to create antisite defects! for occupa-
tion of Al sites~type I!, open circles are the additions with a wea
preference~insufficient to create antisite defects! for Al sites @type
III ~Al !# and open squares are the additions with a weak~insuffi-
cient to create antisite defects! preference for Ni sites. The ope
diamonds correspond to the substitution behavior of Al and Ni
oms as ternary additions.
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862 55A. V. RUBAN AND H. L. SKRIVER
interactions in ternary NiyAl12y2xFex alloys, the changes
are small and do not qualitatively influence the picture of
site substitution behavior of ternary additions presented
low.

V. SITE SUBSTITUTION IN Ni 3Al

A. General trends

In Fig. 4 we present a unified picture of the site substi
tion behavior of ternary 3d, 4d, and 5d transition-metal
additions to Ni3Al in the dilute limit of quasistoichiometric
ternary alloys at 0 K based on the classification~12!

I: ẼNi→Al
X ,0,

II: ẼNi→Al
X .1,

III ~Al !: 0,ẼNi→Al
X ,0.5,

III ~Ni!: 0.5,ẼNi→Al
X ,1, ~15!

where the transfer energiesẼNi→Al
X and ENi→Al

X are deter-
mined from the empirical expansion of the ordering ene
at (hNi ,hAl)5(1,1).

In the figure one observes two trends which are obeyed
all metals but those at the very ends of the series. First, as
d-occupation number increases along a series the prefer
for Al sites decreases. Second, as the atomic number
creases down a column the preference for Al sites increa
It is also seen that no element among the transition and n
metals is expected to occupy only Ni sites in Ni3Al, i.e.,
exhibit type II behavior. Finally, we find that within the ac
curacy of our calculationsEAl→Ni

Fe 5ENi→Al
Fe and, hence, Fe is

the only addition which exhibits a ‘‘pure’’ type III behavior
The results in Fig. 4 agree well with the available the

retical values obtained by Sluiter and Kawazoe18 and in gen-

FIG. 4. Calculated transfer energy for the 3d, 4d, and 5d tran-
sition metals classified according to Eq.~12!. The energy of antisite
defect formationEant

X '2.00 eV. The thin symbols for 3d metals are
the results of paramagnetic calculations.
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eral with the conclusions drawn from experimental data c
cerning site preference of ternary additions to Ni3Al. The
only exceptions appear to be Co, Cu, and Pd which acc
ing to experimental evidence are believed to exhibit stro
Ni site preference, i.e., type II behavior, in contradiction
the calculated type III~Ni! classification. However, in the
interpretation of the experimental results one has negle
the fact that all measurements of site preference have b
performed at finite temperature and at some nondilute c
centration. The reduction of such data to 0 K and to the
dilute limit is not always trivial and must include the poss
bility of site-occupation reversal if a comparison with th
theoretical results in Fig. 4 is to be meaningful. In a follow
ing section we consider temperature and composition eff
in detail and show that only when these effects are taken
account may theory and experiment for Co, Cu, and Pd
completely reconciled.

B. Rectangular state-density model

One important conclusion one may draw from the to
energy calculations is that the site substitution behavior
ternary additions to Ni3Al is almost entirely governed by the
electronic structure of the added species as originally s
gested by Guard and Westbrook.1 To substantiate this claim
we will here explore a simple model based on neare
neighbor pair interactions which leads to an almost quant
tive description of the trends found in Fig. 4.

The first step is to notice that the transfer energyENi→Al
X

at 0 K may be obtained in the dilute limit (hNi ,hAl)
→(1,1) from Eq.~9! and Eq.~A18! in the form

ENi→Al
X 54VNiXAl54vNiX24vAlX14vAlAl24vNiAl ,

~16!

whereVNiXAl and v i j are the generalized nearest-neighb
effective pair interactions and interatomic pair potentials
fined in Appendix A. The physical interpretation of the la
equation is straightforward. In an Al site anX atom has 12
Ni atoms as its nearest neighbors while in a Ni site it ha
Ni atoms and 4 Al atoms as its nearest neighbors. To m
an X atom from a Ni site to an Al site one must therefo
break fourX-Al bonds and create instead fourX-Ni bonds as
reflected in the first two terms. The last two terms in Eq.~16!
correspond to the energy of the complementary proces
moving an Al atom from the Al to the Ni sublattice and th
is the same for allX. Therefore, the trends in Fig. 4 is dete
mined only by the competition between the two interatom
pair potentialsvNiX andvAlX .

The variation of the first of these pair potentials,vNiX ,
across a transition series may be obtained in a rectang
d state density model which is the analogue of Friede
model for metallic cohesion.21 If we identify the bonding
energy with the sum of nearest neighbor pair potentials
find

vNiX5
1

6

1

20
n̄~102n̄!W̄, ~17!

where the prefactor 1/6 accounts for the 12 nearest neigh
of the fcc lattice. Further,n̄51/2(nNi1nX) is the average
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55 863CALCULATED SITE SUBSTITUTION IN TERNARYg8- . . .
number ofd electrons per Ni-X bond, andW̄ is the average
d-band width which may be expressed as the geome
mean

W̄5AWNiWX ~18!

of the individual bandwidths,WNi andWX .
To further simplify the model we assume that variation

the second pair potential as a function ofX is small com-
pared to that ofvNiX and thatvAlX may therefore be approxi
mated byvNiAl . This we will justify below. If we finally note
that the energy of forming an antisite defect may be writ

Eant54~vAlAl1vNiNi22vNiAl !, ~19!

we find the approximate expression

eNi→Al
X 54~vNiX2vNiNi !/Eant11 ~20!

for the transfer energy. The antisite energy in Ni3Al is ap-
proximately 2 eV as seen in Fig. 3, and the variation of
site substitution behavior in Ni3Al is now entirely governed
by the electronic properties in the form ofd-band width and
d-occupation number of the added species.

The approximate transfer energyeNi→Al
X has been calcu

lated across the three transition metal series from
d-band widths and occupation numbers for the pure elem
given by Andersenet al.27 and the results are presented
Fig. 5. If we compare these approximate values with thos
Fig. 4 we find the same trend and even quantitative ag
ment except for the noble metals. This means that the
preference for transition metals almost exclusively is de
mined by the Ni–transition-metal interactions which in tu
depend on the averaged-band width and occupation numbe
This immediately explains the increasing Al site preferen
for transition metals as one moves from the end to the

FIG. 5. Estimate of the transfer energy based on the Friedel-
model for Ni-X interactions ~17! in the assumption tha
vXAl5vNiAl :eNi→Al

X 54(vNiX2vNiNi)/Eant11. The energy of anti-
site defect formationEant

X '2.00 eV is taken from the results of th
first-principles calculations. Thin open circle is the transfer ene
for Cu if one takes into account the fact thatvNiAl2vCuAl'0.25 eV.
ic
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ginning of a series as the consequence of the decrease i
averaged-band filling. It also explains the increasing Al sit
preference as one moves down a column of the Perio
Table as a consequence of the well-known increase
d-band width with the main quantum number.

We now return to the pair potentials,vXAl , the variation
of which we have neglected so far. Unfortunately, it has be
demonstrated that these terms cannot be described
simple form similar to Eq.~17!.36–38We may, however, use
the result of the systematic study by Carlsson25 of Al–
transition-metal interactions. Although he calculated only
effective pair interactions of Al with 3d and 4d metals,
ṼXAl , the variation of the corresponding pair potentia
vXAl may be deduced from the following relation@see Eq.
~A3! in Appendix A#:

vXAl5
1
2 ~2ṼXAl1vXX1vAlAl !. ~21!

SincevAlAl is independent ofX the only difference between
ṼXAl andvXAl is the interatomic pair potentialvXX . If we use
the Friedel model~17! with the appropriate parametersW̄
andn̄ we find thatvXX will exhibit the well-known parabolic
behavior, i.e.,vXX will reach its minimum value in the
middle of each transition series.39 Exactly the same trend is
found for VXAl by Carlsson25 ~see also, Ref. 39! and as a
result the variation ofVXAl andvXX in Eq. ~21! cancel to a
large degree. Hence, relative tovXNi the variation ofvXAl
with X may be neglected and the assumption t
vXAl.vNiAl is a reasonable one for transition metals.

Carlsson25 also found that Al–noble-metal interaction
are significantly smaller than Al–transition-metal intera
tions. For instance,ṼNiAl2ṼCuAl.0.5 eV. One also expect
that Ni-Ni interactions are stronger than Cu-Cu interactio
i.e., vNiNi is smaller thanvCuCu and thus from Eq.~21!
vNiAl2vCuAl should be at least20.25 eV. If we use this
estimate for vCuAl instead of vCuAl.vNiAl the value of
eNi→Al
Cu in Fig. 5 is reduced to approximately 0.8 which co
responds to type III~Ni! site preference as obtained in th
total energy calculations. Thus the reduction of the Ni s
preference for the noble metals is a consequence of t
reduced interaction with Al relative to that of the transitio
metals.

C. Composition effects

The results presented in the previous section lead t
unified picture of site substitution behavior of ternary ad
tions. The picture is, however, only valid at 0 K and in the
dilute limit and may not hold under different conditions.
fact, we will now show that depending on composition a
temperature one may find site substitution behavior which
seemingly in contradiction to the classification given in F
4. In particular, we will show that elements belonging to ty
I may be found on the Ni sublattice at equilibrium, i.e., e
hibit type III substitution behavior, and that elements belon
ing to type III may behave like elements of type I or II.

The site substitution behavior of ternary additions
Ni 3Al is conventually discussed in terms of the fraction ofX
atoms on the Al sublattice as defined in Sec. II

e

y
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TABLE I. The ideal value of the fractionf of X atoms in the Al sites in different alloy systems.

Al deficient Equideficient Ni deficient
Site preference c̄Ni50.75 c̄Ni / c̄Al53 c̄Al50.25

I: Strong Al f51 f51 f51
III: Weak Ni or Al f51 f50.25 f50
II: Strong Ni f50 f50 f50
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f5
cX~Al !

cX~Al !13cX~Ni!
, ~22!

from which we immediately deduce a number of simp
rules. First, in the completely random state where all conc
trations are equalf5 f rand50.25. Second, if allX atoms are
on the Al sitesf51 and if all X atom are on the Ni sites
f50 which are therefore the two values one expects to
at 0 K independent of the alloy composition when the ad
tion X exhibits either strong Al or Ni site preference. On t
other hand, if theX element exhibits type III substitution
behaviorf may take on any value at 0 K, depending on all
composition, and in particular on thec̄Ni / c̄Al ratio ~8!. For
instance, in the cases of equideficient compositio
( c̄Ni / c̄Al53; see Sec. II! where theX element exhibits very
weak site preference, i.e.,ẼNi→Al

X '0.5, f should be equal to
0.25, while in Ni-deficient (c̄Al50.25) or Al-deficient
( c̄Ni50.75) alloys allX should go either to the Ni or the A
sublattices, i.e.,f50 or 1, respectively.

The expected correspondence between alloy compos
and the fractionf at 0 K is summarized in Table I. It is this
correspondence which is conventionally used to deduce
preference of a particular addition X once thef is known
experimentally. Unfortunately, the idealized picture of s
substitution behavior at 0 K which is the basis of the tabl
does not hold in all cases if the concentration of the tern
addition increases from the dilute value as we shall n
show.

To discuss temperature and composition effects we m
mize the free ordering energy

Ford
X ~hNi ,hAl !5Eord

X ~hNi ,hAl !2TS, ~23!

with respect to the LRO parameters. This leads to
Gorsky-Bragg-Williams equations

FB→A
X ~hA ,hB!52

1

jAjB
]Ford

X /]hA50,

FA→B
X ~hA ,hB!52

1

jAjB
]Ford

X /]hB50, ~24!

for the equilibrium LRO parameters which at 0 K reduce to
Eq. ~9!. To evaluate Eq.~23! the entropy term is calculate
in the single-site mean-field approximation

S52kB(
ia

jaci~a!ln@ci~a!# ~25!

and the ordering energyEord
X (hNi ,hAl) is obtained from Eq.

~14! where we assume that the coefficientsU are indepen-
dent of the alloy composition. Hence the results should
n-

d
i-

s

on

ite

y

i-

e

e

considered as a qualitative estimate of the effects of com
sition and temperature on site substitution behavior.

As a first example we show in Fig. 6 the calculated fra
tion f for two elements, Cr and Re, which according to F
4 are type I elements, i.e., they exhibit strong Al site pref
ence. If we now apply the simple rules of Table I to the
alloys for three compositions, i.e., Al deficient, equideficie
and Ni deficient, we find that the fraction ofX in the Al sites
in all cases should be equal to 1 which is most certainly
obeyed by the results in Fig. 6. In fact, only the Al-deficie
alloys exhibit the ideal behavior. Moreover, at 0 K the frac-
tion of Cr atoms in the Al sites for the equideficient an
Ni-deficient alloys is quite close to the value 0.25, whi
corresponds to an equal distribution of Cr atoms between
sublattices. If such a fraction had been found in an exp
ment for an equideficient alloy Cr would according to Tab
I immediately have been classified as a type III elemen

FIG. 6. Cr and Re occupation fraction of Al sites in the N
deficient, equideficient, and Al-deficient Ni3Al. Full lines with
filled circles, squares and diamonds correspond to the ternary a
with c̄X512 at. %:Ni63Al25X12, Ni66Al22X12, and Ni75Al13X12,
and dotted lines with open circles, squares and diamonds co
spond to the ternary alloys with 6 at. % ofX element:
Ni 69Al25X6 , Ni70.5Al23.5X6, and Ni75Al19X6.
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contradiction to the theoretical classification. One may ar
that Cr is in fact very close to a type III behavior sin
ẼNi→Al
Cr 520.016. However, for ReẼ Ni→Al

Re 520.474, and
one still finds a fraction of Re in the Al sites which decreas
with increasing Re concentration in the cases of Ni-defici
and equideficient alloys to the extent that at 12 at. % i
close to 0.5. Again the simple interpretation of an experim
would lead to an incorrect classification.

To explain the results in Fig. 6 we rewrite the trans
energyENi→Al

X with the help of the parametrization~14! of
the ordering energy

ENi→Al
X ~hNi ,hAl !52

32

3
~UAl-XhAl2UNi-Al-XhNi!. ~26!

In the dilute limit and at 0 K the segments of the maximall
ordered state in the LRO space become infinitesimal and
one may safely assume thatENi→Al

X has the same valu
in all points of the maximally ordered state, i.e
ENi→Al
X (B)'ENi→Al

X (C)'ENi→Al
X (D)'ENi→Al

X (1,1). How-
ever, when the concentration of the ternary addition is su
ciently large one must consider the possibility of chang
the relative contributions ofUAl-X andUNi-Al-X to ENi→Al

X in
Eq. ~26! along the line of maximally ordered states. For i
stance, in the case of Ni66Al12X12 for type I elements one
should consider the points on the lineCD in Fig. 7. If point
D does not correspond to equilibrium, i.e.,ENi→Al

X .0 in
D, the equilibrium order parameters will be somewhere e
on the segmentCD and may be found by solving the equ
tion ENi→Al

X 50.40 In this case a number ofX atoms will be
also on the Ni sublattice in the equilibrium state, and
fraction ofX in the Al sites will be less than 1 (f51 in point
D).

In Fig. 7 we show that this is exactly the case for Cr a
Re in the equideficient Ni66Al22X12 alloys. For Cr the point
of equilibrium turns out to be~0.89, 0.864!, leading to

FIG. 7. Contour plot of the ordering energyEord
X (hNi ,hAl) for

Cr, Re, Ti, and Ru. PointE on the segments of maximally ordere
states is the equilibrium point of the system for the correspond
alloy compositions~see text!.
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f50.275, which is indeed very close to the pointC
~0.89,0.89! where the equilibrium point of a type III elemen
is supposed to be. In the case of Re in Ni66Al22Re12 the
equilibrium pointE is ~0.89,0.679!, i.e., practically in the
middle of the segmentCD and heref50.56.

The necessary condition for an element of type I to
only in Al sites at 0 K may be formulated if we assume th
the most extreme position of theD point will be on the
hNi axis corresponding tohAl50 and that at this point
ENi→Al
X must be negative.41 Hence, in terms of the coeffi

cients of the expansion of the ordering energy~14! we have
UNi-Al-X<0 or alternatively in terms of the effective pair in
teractions~A4!

ṼNiX1ṼAlX2ṼNiAl<0. ~27!

In the present calculations the condition is satisfied for
type I elements Sc, Ti, V, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Lu, Hf, Ta, and W
but not for Cr, Tc, Re, and Os. So, the latter elements m
substitute for Ni at some ternary alloy compositions even
the case where the alloy is not Ni deficient. It is also wo
mentioning that the condition~27! is automatically satisfied
for type I elements if the contours of constant ordering e
ergy are ellipses, i.e.,UNi-XUAl-X2UNi-Al-X

2 .0. The ordering
energy of the Ni-Al-Ti system shown in Fig. 7 is such a
example. In this case all the coefficients,UNi-X , UAl-X , and
UNi-Al-X should be negative to satisfy the other necess
conditionEord(1,1)5UNi-X1UAl-X22UNiAl-X,0. In fact, it
is easy to show that if the contours of constant order
energy are ellipses, the minimum of the ordering energy
be reached only at the ends of the segments of the maxim
ordered states, i.e., in the pointsB, C, or D.

Another example of the violation of the simple rules
Table I can be found in Fig. 8. Here Ru which is classified
type III~Al ! is seen to substitute for Al in the Al sublattice
0 K in the Ni69Al25Ru6 and Ni63Al25Ru12 alloys in spite of
the fact that these are Ni deficient alloys. The origin of th
violation is the same as in the two previous cases: The g
eral classification does not work because of the strong
pendence of the transfer energy on the values of LRO
rameters~26!. In Fig. 7 one finds the equilibrium pointE for
Ni 63Al25Ru12 to be~0.84, 0.89! while pointC is ~0.84, 1.0!.
As in the case of Cr and Re, the contours of constant ord
ing energy are hyperbolas,UNi-XUAl-X2UNi-Al-X

2 ,0, and
thusE lies betweenB(C) andD.

Finally, we mention that it is in principle possible to hav
very sharp site substitution reversal with alloy compositi
at 0 K for type III element if the constant ordering ener
contours are ellipses. In contrast to the type I and type
elements whose equilibrium point should be eitherB orD of
the segment of the maximally ordered states independen
the alloy composition, the equilibrium point of a type I
element may at some alloy composition jump from po
C, which is the equilibrium point in the dilute limit, to point
B or D depending on the site preference of the element.

D. Temperature effects

If the composition dependence of the site occupation
somewhat unexpected so is the temperature dependence
in Fig. 6, in particular in the case of Cr. In a complete
random alloy the fraction ofX, Ni, and Al in the Al sites

g
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should be equal to 0.25, i.e., as one approaches the o
disorder transition temperature all the curves in the fig
should converge towards this value. In other words, tak
into account the fact that the entropy contribution to the f
energy increases with temperature and gives rise to an
creasing randomness in the system, one may expect tha
fraction of the elements on the Al sublattice will chan
monotonically from its value at 0 K to 0.25 at the order-
disorder transition temperature. In fact, exactly the oppo
dependence is found for Cr, where for Ni-deficient a
equideficient compositions the fraction of Cr in the Al sit
increases with temperature. It is easy to see that ifENi→Al

Cr

had been slightly positive rather than slightly negative
fraction of Cr atoms in the Al sites would be 0 at low tem
perature for the same Ni-deficient alloys and that one m
therefore observe a site occupation reversal with increa
temperature. In Fig. 8 we show further examples of this
fect for Mn and Ru.

The possibility of a reversal of the site preference w
temperature was first discussed by Wuet al.14 in their model
calculations of site occupation by means of the cluster va
tion method~CVM!. The results of this study appear to ha
been overlooked, possibly because the authors conclu
that ‘‘the change in site occupation with temperature is g
erally small.’’ Here, we shall show that such a change m
indeed be quite pronounced and we shall give a physic
simple picture of the phenomenon.

Before we proceed, we would like to emphasize that
both the ordering energy and the entropy are nonlinear fu
tions of the order parameters, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 9, one
expect temperature to lead to a very complex behavior in

FIG. 8. Mn ~upper panel! and Ru~lower panel! occupation frac-
tion of Al sites in Ni-deficient alloys. Full lines are the result fo
Ni 63Al25X12, dotted lines for Ni69Al25X6, and dot-dashed lines fo
Ni 74Al25X1.
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LRO space of ternary systems. This is in contrast to bin
alloys which only have the possibility to move along the li
hA5hB , Fig. 1, creating or annihilating exchange antis
defects. In the case of ternary alloys, on the other hand,
types of defects may be created allowing the system the
sibility to move in any direction in LRO space. Seen in th
light the phenomenon of site occupation reversal may no
so unexpected since it simply corresponds to the crossin
the linehA5hB in the LRO space by the equilibrium poin

To arrive at a necessary condition for a system to unde
site substitution reversal with temperature let us consider
energetics of site distribution of a Ni-deficient alloy with
small amount of Ru. Now, Ru is classified as a type III~Al !
metal which means that it prefers Al sites but cannot mo
from a Ni site to an Al site at the cost of forming an antis
defect. In the Ni deficient alloy at 0 K all the Ru atoms mus
therefore reside on the Ni sublattices, i.e., the atomic frac
of Ru in Al sites should be zero~see Fig. 8!. In this case the
Al sublattice is ‘‘pure.’’ When the temperature increases t
entropy term makes the existence of such a ‘‘pure’’ sub
tice energetically unfavorable. Thus both Ni and Ru ato
may go from the Ni sublattices to the Al sublattice and cre
substitutional defects.

The energy of moving a Ni atom from the Ni sublattic
to the Al sublattice is the energy of forming an exchan
antisite defectENi→Al

Ni 5Eant
xc; 2.0 eV while the energy of

moving a Ru isENi→Al
Ru which is only 0.25 eV; see Fig. 3. In

the limit T→0 the concentration of both defects is propo
tional to exp(2ENi→Al

X /2kT) and at temperatures well below
the order-disorder transition temperature it is therefore p
erentially Ru atoms which move from the Ni to the Al su
lattice. The question is how far this transfer of Ru atom
from the Ni to the Al sublattice will go at a given temper
ture before equilibrium is reached. To answer this one m
consider the compensating process of transferring Ru at
from the Al to the Ni sublattice.

The energy of moving a Ru from the Ni sites to Al site
EAl→Ni
Ru 5Eant

xc2ENi→Al
Ru 51.75 eV which is much higher than

ENi→Al
Ru but still less than the energy of forming the exchan

FIG. 9. Contour plot of the mean-field entropy~25! for
Ni 70.5Al23.5X6. The dashed line corresponds tohNi5hAl . The dot-
ted line is the trajectory of the Ni70.5Al23.5Fe6 alloy with the tem-
perature.
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55 867CALCULATED SITE SUBSTITUTION IN TERNARYg8- . . .
antisite defect. Therefore, the thermally most activated p
cess in the system will always be the transfer of Ru ato
from the Ni to the Al sublattice, and thus at some tempe
ture below the order-disorder transition temperature the
atoms will be equally distributed among the sublattices.
this point the fractionf of Ru atoms in the Al sites is 0.25. I
we increase the temperature further more Ru atoms
transfer to the Al sublattice thereby increasingf . This effect
will be seen as a site substitution reversal. Hence the ne
sary condition for anX element to exhibit a temperatur
driven site substitution reversal in anA-deficient ordered
AB~X! alloy may be written as

0,EA→B
X ,

1

2
Eant
xc . ~28!

It may seem that Eq.~28! will be correct only in the case
of equiatomic binary ordered alloys where the number oA
sublattices is equal to the number ofB sublattices. For in-
stance, it follows from Eq.~28! that if EA→B

X 5EB→A
X

51/2Eant
xc i.e., elementX does not exhibit any site prefer

ence, then there will be no site substitution reversal w
temperature. According to Fig. 4 ferromagnetic Fe has es
tially no site preference. However, as one may see in Fig
there is a site substitution reversal for Ni deficient allo
which looks like weak Al site preference for ferromagne
Fe. Moreover, paramagnetic Fe, which has weak Ni site p

FIG. 10. Site occupation of ferromagnetic Fe~upper panel!,
paramagnetic Fe~middle panel!, and Co~lower panel! in the Ni-
deficient, equideficient, and Al-deficient Ni3Al. Tc is the order-
disorder transition temperature.
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erence, i.e., type III~Ni!, also exhibits site substitution reve
sal for Ni deficient alloys but not for Al-deficient in appare
violation of Eq.~28!.

To explain the origin of this kind of site substitution re
versal we note thatEA→B

X /EB→A
X 5const along the line

hA5hB in the LRO space if the ordering energy has t
quadratic form~14!. This means that in the dilute limit ofX
where the system must be in the infinitesimal vicinity of th
line, the ordering energy plays no role in the site rever
found for Fe. Therefore, the site substitution reversal of f
romagnetic as well as paramagnetic Fe in Ni deficient all
must be a purely entropic effect.

At first sight this conclusion seems to be inconsistent w
the statistical nature of the entropy which is responsible o
for braking the order in the system. Nevertheless, it can e
ily be shown that the entropy does in fact increase the Al
preference for all ternary additions to Ni3Al including Fe.
Let us consider a dilute alloy of ferromagnetic Fe in equid
ficient Ni3Al. At 0 K all the Fe atoms are distributed equal
between sublattices, i.e., the system is in pointC exactly on
the linehNi5hAl ( f50.25). When we increase the temper
ture the system will move along the direction of the gradie
field of the free ordering energy in LRO space, i.e., in t
direction given by2¹Ford52¹Eord1T¹S.

The gradient of the ordering energy~14! is

2¹Eord5jAjB~EA→B
X ĥA1EB→A

X ĥB!, ~29!

which for ferromagnetic Fe whereENi→Al
Fe 5EAl→Ni

Fe points
along~1,1! in the direction of larger LRO parameters. Thu
the ordering energy cannot lead to deviations from the l
hNi5hAl and thereby transfer Fe atoms from one sublatt
to the other.

The gradient of the entropy may be given by

¹S52kBjAjBS ln12 c̄X1~m/k!h

12 c̄X2h
ĥA

1 ln
12 c̄X1~k/m!h

12 c̄X2h
ĥBD , ~30!

where we have used the single site mean field approxima
~25! for an equideficient ternaryAkBm alloy with equal dis-
tribution ofX atoms between sublattices, i.e.,hA5hB5h. In
the case of Ni3Al this may be written

¹S52kB
3

16S ln12 c̄X11/3h

12 c̄X2h
ĥNi1 ln

12 c̄X13h

12 c̄X2h
ĥAl D .

~31!

It follows from Eq. ~30! that in an equiatomic, ordered allo
where the number ofA andB sublattices are the same, i.e
k5m, the entropy gradient field on the linehA5hB points
along ~1,1! and therefore cannot make the system mo
away from this line. For Ni3Al, however, Eq.~31! shows
that due to the fact thatkÞm the hAl component of the
gradient is larger than thehNi component. Since the entrop
gradient points in the direction of lower LRO paramete
i.e., opposite to the gradient of the ordering energy, one fi
that with increasing temperature the system will move aw
from hNi5hAl into the regionhNi.hAl thereby increasing
the number of Fe atoms in the Al sites andf .
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868 55A. V. RUBAN AND H. L. SKRIVER
An asymmetrical form of the entropy is seen in Fig.
where the isoentropic lobes are aligned alonghNi5hAl but
slightly shifted towards greater values ofhNi . Hence, if a
ternary addition to Ni3Al does not have any site preferenc
the system will with increasing temperature move away
line hNi5hAl into the regionhNi.hAl . The effect is dem-
onstrated in the figure by the trajectory of equideficie
Ni 3Al with 6 at. % of ferromagnetic Fe. At 0 K the system is
on the line hNi5hAl , but with increasing temperature
starts to move to the greater values ofhNi . At 3700 K the
difference betweenhNi andhAl reaches the value of 0.03
and remains almost constant up to the temperature of or
disorder transition, 4600 K. Therefore, the fraction of Fe
the Al sites in this alloy is practically constant~see Sec. II!
between 3700 and 4600 K. This effect is clearly seen in F
10 and it becomes much more pronounced in the dilute lim
c̄Fe50.01 at. %. Here the fraction of Fe atoms in the Al sit
becomes constant (f'0.36) at a much lower temperatur
2000 K and not only for the equideficient but also for the
and Al deficient alloys.

Such an entropy induced site preference may lead to
usual, nonmonotonic site occupation behavior with tempe
ture an example of which is clearly seen in Fig. 10 for
dilute solution (c̄X50.01 at. %! of the paramagnetic Fe in
the equideficient alloy. At approximately 1000 K the fractio
of Fe atoms in the Al sites drops slightly, i.e.,f becomes
smaller than 0.25, and then at 1500 K the fraction of Fe in
site begins to increase, so that at 2300 Kf is already greater
than 0.25. The reason for such a double site substitu
reversal is the following. At low temperatures the orderi
energy contribution to the ordering free energy is dominat
the system, i.e., the movement of the system in LRO spac
basically determined by¹Eord, Eq. ~29!. Therefore, para-
magnetic Fe having a weak Ni site preference moves fr
the Al to Ni sublattices. With increasing temperature, ho
ever, the contribution of the entropy to the free orderi
energy increases relative to that of the ordering ene
Therefore, at some temperature the movement of the sys
will be determined by¹S and the transfer of Fe atom
changes direction, i.e., they start to move from the Ni to
sublattice. If the order-disorder transition temperature is s
ficiently high the system again undergoes a site substitu
reversal transition, exhibiting Al site preference.

It is worth mentioning that such a nonmonotonic s
occupancy is in fact connected with an asymmetrical form
the entropy, but not with the number of alloy componen
This means that it may also be observed in the case of c
plex binary ordered alloys if the number ofA- andB-type of
sublattices is greater than two and the number of differenA
or B sublattices is also different. For instance, the tempe
ture driven site substitution reversal in the binary Fe-Crs
phase recently found by Sluiteret al.42 is most probably
caused by the entropy induced site preference rather tha
‘‘the competition between single site interactions and mu
site interactions.’’ In fact the results in their Fig. 4 for th
‘‘ C site’’ are qualitatively very similar to the results for par
magnetic Fe in equideficient alloys discussed above in
sense that first the fraction of Fe atoms in theC sites drops
slightly and then it increases monotonically above its init
value at 0 K.
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Finally, we would like to point out that the smaller th
concentration of the ternary addition the more pronoun
the site substitution reversal will be, and that in the dilu
limit of the ternary addition the transition may be very sha
Such is the case for Co in the Al deficient allo
Ni 75Al24.99Co0.01, shown in Fig. 10 where the fraction of C
atoms in the Al sites drops to practically zero at 1200 K. T
subsequent increase in the fraction with temperature is a
a consequence of the increasing entropy-induced Al site p
erence. However, in contrast to paramagnetic Fe the sec
site occupation reversal transition does not occur in this c
since the preference of Co atoms for the Ni sites is mu
stronger than that of paramagnetic Fe.

E. Cu and Pd in Al-deficient alloys

At this point it should be clear that unless one has co
plete control over composition and temperature effects
may not be particularly meaningful to compare theory a
experiment as far as site occupation of ternary additions
Ni 3Al is concerned. In fact by doing so one may reach
correct conclusions. For instance, it is generally believed
ternary phase diagrams, see, e.g., Refs. 12 and 18 w
discuss most of the experimental work, lead to reliable inf
mation concerning site preferences in spite of the model
culations by Wuet al.14 which demonstrate that at finite tem
peratures the site preference of the ternary addition ma
generally not be related to the direction of the solubility lo
of the ordering phase. In the next section we shall show
this result of Wuet al.14 in fact holds also at 0 K. Further, a
one may realize from the previous section the site subs
tion behavior may be very sensitive to changes in both co
position and temperature. It is therefore practically impo
sible to analyze the experimental work on many compon
alloys; see, e.g., Ref. 43, in terms of the site occupat
behavior of the added species. Finally, it is also practica
impossible for us to discuss experimental results which c
tradict each other.8,10,11We may however, discuss two rece
experimental investigations6,7 the results of which are ac
cepted as conclusive evidence for the classification of Cu
Pd are type II elements.

The simplest way to distinguish whether anX element
exhibits type II or type III~Ni! substitution behavior is to find
its fraction in the Al sites~or Ni sites! of Al deficient alloys,
as one can see from Table I. If all theX atoms are on the N
sublattices, i.e., the fraction ofX atoms in the Al sites is zero
thenX is a type II element. Experiments of this kind hav
been performed by Chibaet al.6 for Pd by means of the atom
location by channeling microanalysis~ALCHEMI ! technique
and for Cu by Honoet al.7 by means of atom probe field io
microscopy~APFIM!. In both experiments the ternary allo
composition was Ni75Al23X2 and in both experiments it wa
found that Cu and Pd occupy almost exclusively the Ni
blattice. However, even though the measurements were
formed at low temperatures, e.g., for Cu at 30 K, the samp
were in fact annealed at approximately 1300
Ni 75Al23Cu2 for 24 hours and Ni75Al23Pd2 for 5 days, and
the latter was quenched in ‘‘iced water.’’ Since the diffusio
at ambient temperatures is very low it is reasonable to exp
that what has in fact been measured in both these exp
ments is the fraction of Cu and Pd in the Al sites at ab
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55 869CALCULATED SITE SUBSTITUTION IN TERNARYg8- . . .
1000–1300 K. Conclusions as to the low temperature beh
ior of Cu and Pd in Ni3Al must therefore include consider
ations of site occupation reversal.

To determine the fraction of Cu and Pd at these temp
tures we performed calculations of the fraction of these e
ments in the Al sites by means of the cluster variat
method44 ~CVM! for the entropy, rather than single-si
mean-field theory, under the assumption that there are
nearest-neighbor pairwise interactions in the system.
values of these interactions have been obtained from co
cientsUAl-X , UNi-X , andUNi-Al-X using their connection with
corresponding EPI. To reproduce the experimentally de
mined order-disorder transition temperature in bina
Ni 3Al, ; 1800 K,45 we renormalize the interaction param
eters by a factor of 0.75. The reason why the order-diso
transition temperature is usually overestimated in fir
principle calculations is not clear, but as pointed out
Carlsson and Sanchez46 part of the discrepancy is caused b
an overestimate of the enthalpy of formation of Ni3Al in the
LDA.

In Fig. 11 we show the calculated fraction of Cu and Pd
the Al sites with the entropy obtained by the CVM. As e
pected from the fact that both Cu and Pd are classified
type III~Ni! metals, they exhibit site substitution reversal
elevated temperatures similar to the case of Co shown in
10. Further, the reversal temperature is sufficiently lo
;400 K for Cu and;600 K for Pd, that at 1300 K the
fraction of Cu in the Al sites of Ni75Al23Cu2 is 0.07 in ex-
cellent agreement with the experimental value of 0
(10.01;20.06).7 Similarly, at 1300 K the fraction of Pd in
the Al sites of Ni75Al23Pd2 is calculated to be 0.10 while
three measured values range from20.17 to 0.03 with statis-
tical error of about6 0.2.6 Thus, none of these experimen

FIG. 11. Site occupation reversal in Ni75Al23Cu2 and
Ni 75Al23Pd2. Mean-field results~dotted curves! are obtained as in
Fig. 10 without any fit of interatomic interactions to the orde
disorder transition temperature.
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may be considered proof of a strong Ni site preference
Cu and Pd, rather they show only the existence of an at l
weak Ni site preference.

VI. ENTHALPY OF FORMATION AND PHASE
EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN g8- AND g-Ni3Al AT 0 K

As has been mentioned above, starting from the work
Guard and Westbrook1 and up to the present time,18 the site
substitution behavior of most ternary additions to Ni3Al has
been deduced from the direction of the solubility lobe of t
g8 phase in the ternary phase diagrams.12 That is, if the
solubility lobe of theg8 phase extends in the direction o
constant Ni concentration, i.e., in the ‘‘Al direction,’’ se
Fig. 12, the ternary addition should have strong Al site pr
erence. The elements among the transition metals for wh
this is the case are Ti, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, and Mo which corr
sponds completely to the theoretical classification in Fig.
Similarly, if the solubility lobe extends in the direction o
constant Al concentration, i.e., in the ‘‘Ni direction,’’ th
corresponding alloying element should exhibit strong Ni-s
preference. The elements for which this is the case is Co,
and Pd and Co; see, e.g., Refs. 1, 2, 12, and 47, and t
element are therefore classified experimentally as type II
ements in contradiction to the classification in Fig. 4. Final
if direction of the solubility lobe is intermediate between t
two, a type III site substitution behavior is deduced. This
the case for Cr and Fe.

To investigate the relationship between the site prefere
of a ternary addition and the direction of the solubility lob
Wu et al.14 calculated the phase boundaries between theg8
andg phases~Ni-based fcc solid solution! in the tetrahedron
approximation of the CVM method for some model pair i
teractions. They found that such a connection does in
exist if the strength of the pair interaction of a ternary ad
tion with one of the alloy components is much stronger th
the interaction with other, i.e., if the ternary addition exhib
strong site preference for one of the sublattices. At the sa
time, they demonstrated that the direction of the solubi

FIG. 12. Schematic presentation of the three different types
the g8 solubility lobes in the ternary Ni-Al-X phase diagrams~1!
aligned along the ‘‘Al direction’’~constant Al concentration!, ~3!
along the ‘‘Ni direction’’ ~constant Ni concentration!, and~2! inter-
mediate.
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870 55A. V. RUBAN AND H. L. SKRIVER
lobe may change with temperature if the pair interactio
between a ternary addition and either alloy component
similar, i.e., for ternary addition exhibiting weak site prefe
ence. As a result, they concluded that the site preferenc
ternary additions may in general not be related to the dir
tion of the solubility lobe at finite temperatures.

It is the purpose of the present Section to demonstrate
this important result obtained by Wuet al.14 holds also at 0
K. To do so we consider the phase boundaries betweeng8
andg Ni-Al and assume that it is the equilibrium betwee
these two phases which is mainly responsible for the dir
tion of the solubility lobe ofg8. We start by investigating the
binary system and show in Fig. 13 the calculated enthalp
formation of g8 Ni-Al. It is seen that the enthalpy is
smooth and almost linear function of the concentration
cept at the stoichiometric composition where there is a
continuous change in slope. This discontinuity in slope
connected with the change of the type of partial antisite
fects in the alloy, i.e., in the case of a Ni-deficient allo
c̄Ni,75 at. %, there are only Al partial antisite defects on
Ni sublattices, while in the case of Al deficiency there a
only Ni partial antisite defects on the Al sublattice~the dif-
ference in both slopes is equal to the energy of the excha
antisite defect at stoichiometric composition!. Therefore the
common tangent which connects the free energy, or here
K the enthalpy of formation, of theg8 and g phases will
touch at 75 and 100 at. %, respectively. In other words,
alloy between 75 and 100 at. % Ni will be phase separa
into pure Ni and completely ordered Ni3Al at 0 K in the
absence of any other stable ordered phases in this conce
tion range. With increasing temperature exchange ant
defects will appear and the free energy will no longer
discontinuous. As a result, the phase boundary between
g8 and theg phases moves slightly towards greater Ni co
centrations although the effect is quite small even 1273 K
may be seen in Fig. 4 of Ref. 46.

FIG. 13. Enthalpy of formation of binaryg8 andg phases at 0
K as a function of the Ni concentration. The thin line is the comm
tangent determining the equilibriumg8 andg compositions in the
two-phase Ni-rich alloys at 0 K~shown by arrows!. The dashed-
dotted line shows the value of the enthalpy of formation of co
pletely ordered Ni3Al.
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What is a simple task in a binary system becomes q
time consuming in ternary systems, especially if one wa
to consider all 27 ternary additions included in the pres
work. The reason is that in this case it is necessary to de
mine the points of contact of common tangent planes, wh
each plane determines only one point of the phase boun
for each phase, to the free energy surfaces of the two ph
obtained in some region of the ternary phase diagram. F
tunately, it turns out that for most ternary additions t
boundary of theg8 phase may easily be estimated becau
the characteristic concentration dependence of the enth
of formation of theg8 phase is carried over from the binar
system. To clarify our point one may consult Fig. 14 whe
Ni and Al themselves are taken to be the added elementX. In
that case the results presented in Fig. 13 may be conside
section of the surface of the enthalpy of formation along

-

FIG. 14. Schematic presentation of the surfaces of the entha
of formation of theg8 phase in the coordinates of the triangle
ternary alloy compositions forX 5 Ni and Al. Bold lines corre-
spond to the section of these surfaces by the planesc̄X50 and
c̄X5 const. The pointsN andA indicate the position of the fold on
the line c̄X5 const. The corresponding phase diagrams at 0 K for
Ni-Al-Ni and Ni-Al-Al systems are shown in the lower part of th
figure. Bold lines corresponds to Ni3Al and pure Ni. Thin lines in
the Ni-Al-Al phase diagram show tie-lines which in this particul
case are generated only by one common-tangent plane. Fo
Ni-Al-Ni system any line connecting points of the Ni3Al and Ni
phases is the tie-line. The region between the ‘‘Ni-direction’’ a
the ‘‘Al-direction’’ constitutes the region of quasistoichiometric a
loy compositions.
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55 871CALCULATED SITE SUBSTITUTION IN TERNARYg8- . . .
line c̄X50 which is the same for allX. If we now move
along a line c̄X5constÞ0 as shown schematically in th
upper part of Fig. 14 we find sections of the surfaces of
g8 enthalpies forX 5 Al and Ni which are simply rigid
shifts of the binaryg8 enthalpy along the Ni direction whe
X 5 Ni and along the Al direction whenX 5 Al. As a result
the enthalpy surface will have a fold along the Ni directi
former case and a fold along the Al direction in the lat
case and the corresponding phase diagrams will look
shown in the lower part of Fig. 14.

It follows, that if the surface of the enthalpy of formatio
has a fold along a linec̄X5 const this may indicate a pos
sible direction of the solubility lobe ofg8 in the ternary
phase diagram of Ni-Al-X. This appears to be the case f
most transition metals. In Fig. 15 we show such quasibin
sections for Cu, Fe, and Ti, forc̄X56 at. % together with the
analogue section whereX 5 Ni or Al. As seen in the figure
there is hardly any difference between Cu and Ni and
tween Al and Ti. Furthermore, the discontinuity in slope
mains both for Cu and Al corresponding to the pointsN and
A in Fig. 14, respectively. As a result the surface of theg8
enthalpy for these two elements is folded and the fold for
is aligned in the ‘‘Ni direction’’ and for Ti in the ‘‘Al direc-
tion.’’ This result explains why the solubility lobes ofg8 in
ternary phase diagrams extends in the ‘‘Ni direction’’ in t
case of Cu and in the ‘‘Al direction’’ in the case of T

FIG. 15. Enthalpies of formation of ternary partially order
Ni xAl942xX6 alloys as function of Ni concentration forX 5 Cu, Ni,
Fe, Ti, and Al which are the sections of the enthalpy of format
surfaces along the linec̄X56 at. %. The region of quasistoichiome
ric compositions are shown by dashed lines. The arrows indicate
position of the fold of the surface of the enthalpy of formation. A
the results are obtained for paramagneticg8.
e
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Finally, one may see in the figure that the discontinuo
slope is absent for Fe and in this case theg8 phase boundary
may therefore be extremely sensitive to a number of fact
Hence, it is hardly surprising that the experimental data c
cerning the direction of theg8 solubility lobe in Ni-Al-Fe
ternary system are inconsistent.1,47,48

The importance of this result is the fact that while such
behavior of the enthalpy of formation is quite expected
Ti, it cannot be predicted for Cu solely from the knowled
that Cu exhibits only weak Ni site preference in the Ni3Al.
Hence, there exists no unambiguous connection between
direction of the solubility lobe and the site substitution b
havior and therefore the alignment of the solubility lo
along either the ‘‘Ni direction’’ or the ‘‘Al direction’’ cannot
be considered as proof of a strong Ni or Al site preferen

In Fig. 16 we show the quasibinary sectionsc̄X56 at. %
of the enthalpy of formation surfaces for all transition a
noble metals including Ni and Al. One observes that t
sections for Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, and Co are very similar
that of Ni ~solid circles! while the sections for V, Nb, Ta, Ti
Zr, Hf, Sc, Y, and Lu are very similar to that of Al~solid
triangles!. Hence one may expect the solubility lobe of th
g8 phase for the elements Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, and Co to
aligned along the ‘‘Ni direction’’ and that of V, Nb, Ta, Ti
Zr, Hf, Sc, Y, and Lu to be aligned along the ‘‘Al direction.’
These conclusions are in complete agreement with exis
phase diagrams.47

VII. SUMMARY

We present and discuss a technique based on fi
principles calculations of the total energy of ternary partia
ordered alloys which may be used to calculate site subs
tion behavior of ternary additions to binary ordered allo

he

FIG. 16. Enthalpies of formation of ternary partially ordere
Ni 691xAl252xX6 alloys as functions ofx. Open circles are the re
sults for 3d metals, open squares for 4d metals, and open diamond
for 5d metals. Solid circles in the upper panel are the results
X 5 Ni, while solid triangles in the lower panel are the results f
Al. Dotted lines show the region of quasistoichiometric alloy co
positions.
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with two types of sublattices as well as in general investi
tions of the alloying behavior of many-component partia
ordered alloys. Here, the technique is used to study the
preference of transition and noble metals in Ni3Al. Our re-
sults show that in contrast to previous interpretations
available experimental data none of the transition or no
metals exhibits strong preference for Ni sites although a
exhibit weak Ni preference. We do, however, find that t
metals Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Lu, Hf, Ta, W, Re
and Os exhibit strong Al site preference in the dilute limit
the ternary addition to quasistoichiometricg8 Ni 3Al at 0 K.

We show that the observed simple trends in the site s
stitution behavior of the transition metals, i.e., the decre
of Al site preference with increasing atomic number acros
row of the Periodic Table and the increase of Al site pref
ence with atomic number down a column of the Perio
Table, are driven by the Ni–transition-metal interactio
governed by the electronic properties of the added specie
the form ofd-occupation number andd-band width. Further,
the weakening of the Ni site preference observed in the no
metals is shown to be a consequence of the reduced
noble-metal interactions relative to the Al–transition-me
interactions.

We emphasize that the theoretical classification of
occupation behavior presented in Fig. 4 is only strictly va
in the dilute limit and at 0 K and we point to composition
and temperature effects which must be considered befo
consistent interpretation of experimental results can be
tained. In particular, we show that an alloying element wh
according to the classification exhibits strong Al site pref
ence may occupy Ni sites even in the case of quasistoic
metric ternary alloys. This may be the case for Cr, Tc, R
and Os. Further, we show that elements which accordin
the classification exhibit only weak Al or Ni site preferen
may in Ni or Al deficient alloys exhibit site occupation re
versal with increasing temperature whereby they appea
have strong Al or Ni site preference. We find that the te
perature where the reversal transition sets in may be q
close to 0 K and that the lower the concentration of t
added species the sharper the reversal transition. In add
we demonstrate that even if a ternary addition does not
hibit any site preference at 0 K, as in the case of Fe,
occupation reversal may still be observed in Ni3Al due to the
asymmetrical form of the entropy. Reversal of site occu
tion may occur for Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, P
and Au.

Finally, on the basis of the calculated enthalpies of f
mation of ternary and binaryg8 we have estimated the d
rection of the solubility lobe ofg8 in the ternary phase dia
grams. We show that although Cu, Pd, and Co exhibit o
weak Ni site preference the solubility lobe of theg8 phase
should be oriented in the ‘‘Ni direction’’ as is in fact ob
served experimentally.
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APPENDIX: ORDERING ENERGY
IN THE CONCENTRATION WAVE METHOD

Here we define the ordering energy within the concen
tion wave method49 and give a general expression for th
ordering energy in terms of pairwise interactions. The sta
ing point is the Hamiltonian for at-component alloy

H5
1

2 (
RÞR8

(
i , j51

t

v i j ~R,R8!ci~R!cj~R8!, ~A1!

wherev i j (R,R8) is the interatomic pair potential betweeni
and j atoms being in positionsR and R8, and ci(R) the
occupation number which is 1 if siteR is occupied by ani
atom and 0 otherwise.

It is more convenient to write the configuration depend
part of the Hamiltonian in terms of concentration fluctuatio
dci(R)5 c̄i2ci(R) at siteR:

Hconf5
1

2 (
i , j51

t21 H (
R,R8

Vi jt ~R,R8!dci~R!dcj~R8!

2(
R

dci~R!dcj~R!Vi jt ~R,R!J . ~A2!

HereVi jl are generalized effective pair interactions~EPI!

Vi jt5v i j1v tt2v i t2v j t , ~A3!

connected with ordinary EPIṼi j by the relations

Ṽi j5Vii j 5Vj ji ; ~A4!

Vi jt5
1
2 @Ṽjt1Ṽit2Ṽi j #. ~A5!

Determining the concentration wave of ani component as
the Fourier transformation ofdci(R)

cq
i 5(

R
dci~R!eiqR, ~A6!

one may write the configuration energy of an alloy as

Econf5
1

2 (
i , j51

t21 H V

~2p!3
E
BZ
dq Vi jt ~q!cq

i cq*
j

2~d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j !Vi jt ~R50!J , ~A7!

whereVi jt (q) is the Fourier component of the generaliz
EPI,V the volume of unit cell, andVi jt (R50)[Vi jt (R,R)
is defined as

Vi jt ~R50!5
V

~2p!3
E
BZ
dq Vi jt ~q!. ~A8!

In general the amplitudes of the concentration waves o
the following normalization condition,

V

~2p!3
E
BZ
dq cq

i cq*
j5d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j , ~A9!

and using definition~A6! one finds
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cq
i cq*

j5d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j1 (
RÞR8

@ci~R!cj~R8!2 c̄icj~R8!

2 c̄ jci~R!1 c̄i c̄ j #e
iq~R2R8!. ~A10!

In the case of completely random alloys the last term
Eq. ~A10! is equal to 0, and so

cq
i cq*

j5d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j , ~A11!

i.e., the amplitude of concentration waves does not dep
on q and the completely random alloy may be considere
superposition of concentration waves with all wave vect
constituting a homogeneous background. This leads to
obvious result, that the configuration energy of a complet
random alloy is equal to zero, i.e.,

Econf
rand5

1

2 (
i , j51

t21 H V

~2p!3
E
BZ
dqVi jt ~q!~d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j !

2~d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j !Vi jt ~R50!J 50. ~A12!

Now we may find the ordering energy in the mean-fie
approximation of at-component alloy with two types of non
equivalent sublattices,AkBm . In this case one finds that ther
are some additional concentration waves providing the c
responding symmetry of the ordering phase,49 so that the
average value of the concentration at the sites is

^ci~R!&5 c̄i1h ie~R!5 c̄i1h ig
1

2(j s
@exp~ ik j sR!1c.c.#,

~A13!

where sum is taken over members of a star of the spe
point ks corresponding to a given ordered phase,g is the
normalization factor, andh i is the long-range order param
eter of the i component which we will define here a
ci(A)2ci(B).

Inserting Eq.~A13! into Eq.~A10! one finds the following
relationship for the amplitudes of concentration waves in
case of partially ordered alloy without SRO effects on ea
individual sublattice:
re

ai
n

nd
a
s
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r-
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e
h

cq
i cq*

j5d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j1g2h ih j(
j s

@S~kj s2q!S* ~kj s2q!21#,

~A14!

where S(kj s2q) is the structure factor(Rexp@i(kjs2q)R#.

Noting that the normalizing factorg should provide the fol-
lowing values ofe(R) in theA andB sites in the completely
ordered state:

e~R5A!5
m

k1m
[jB ; e~R5B!5

k

k1m
[jA ,

~A15!

one finds thatg51/(k1m) and the number of the membe
of the star should be equalkm, and thus

cq
i cq*

j5d i j c̄i2 c̄i c̄ j1h ih jF 1

~k1m!2(j s
S~kj s2q!

3S* ~kj s2q!2jAjBG . ~A16!

The physical meaning of the last term in Eq.~A16! is
transparent: The homogeneous background of the conce
tion waves corresponding to the completely random stat
reduced by the appearance of the new concentration w
which establish order on the underlaying lattice, and thus
~A16! satisfies the normalization condition~A9!. It may be
also shown that in the completely ordered state the only
maining concentration waves are the waves with wave v
tors kj s.

Inserting Eq.~A16! into Eq. ~A7! one finds the ordering
energy per atom

Eord5
1
2 jAjB (

i , j51

t21

@Vi jt ~ks!2Vi jt ~R50!#h ih j ,

~A17!

which for ternary ordered alloys with definitions~1! has ex-
actly the form of Eq.~14!

Eord5
1
2 jAjB@WAAX~ks!hA

21WBBX~ks!hB
2

22WABX~ks!hAhB#, ~A18!

whereWijt (ks)5Vi jt (ks)2Vi jt (R50).
.
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